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The European Commission’s (EC) hydrogen strategy paper – ‘A hydrogen strategy for a climate-neutral Europe’ – was released 
on 8 July. It was an eagerly awaited document on the future direction of hydrogen, coming on the heels of the EU’s recovery 
package. It was also released amidst talk of machinations behind the scene on how blue and green hydrogen would be 
prioritised.

Our take:

• Great news for green hydrogen but there is still a lot of work to be done

• The trajectory for blue hydrogen remains unclear

• Industrial end-use of hydrogen is the near-term priority

• Blending with natural gas appears far off

We sat down with Ben Gallagher (Senior Analyst – Emerging Technologies) to further discuss the EC’s adopted strategy.

What are the standout milestones from the strategy paper?
The first phase (2020-24) calls for a minimum of 6GW of renewable (green) hydrogen electrolysers deployed across the EU, 
with the production of up to 1 Mtpa of renewable hydrogen. EU green hydrogen production today stands at just ~0.05 Mtpa. 
Whilst current pure hydrogen production in the EU is considerably higher at 8 Mtpa, almost all is produced from steam methane 
reformation (SMR) – grey hydrogen.

The second phase (2025-30) calls for at least 40 GW of electrolysers by 2030, with up to 10 Mtpa of renewable hydrogen.

Is this much different from our expectations?
No, not really. It is in line with how we assessed hydrogen in the EU following release of the recovery package in May. Incredibly 
strong for green, mixed for blue and a focus on industrial end-use as the near-term priority. Two aspects do stand out though.

First, the lack of concrete near-term mechanisms to make green hydrogen projects more competitive. As we’ve analysed, the 
glide path to cost competitiveness will take a decade or so depending on the end-use, size of project, electricity cost, capex 
reduction and utilisation. Larger-scale electrolysers will help, but more substance is still needed on how to get there. The 
strategy paper explores possible mechanisms – for example, enhancing the EU’s Emission Trading Scheme (ETS), the potential 
for quotas, and carbon contracts for difference – but gives nothing definitive and without any timeline. Perhaps that will come in 
due course.

Second, we are surprised how explicitly dismissive the natural gas blending argument is, which has been considered a critical 
pathway given the existing gas infrastructure which could potentially be leveraged. Consider the following excerpt (our emphasis 
added):

“The blending of hydrogen in the natural gas network at a limited percentage may enable decentralised renewable hydrogen 
production in local networks in a transitional phase. However, blending is less efficient and diminishes the value of hydrogen. 
Blending also changes the quality of the gas consumed in Europe and may affect the design of gas infrastructure, end-user 
applications, and cross-border system interoperability. Blending thus risks fragmenting the internal market if neighbouring 
Member States accept different levels of blending and cross-border flows are hindered. To mitigate such a situation, the 
technical feasibility of adjusting the quality and cost of handling the differences in gas quality need to be assessed. Current gas 
quality standards – national and CEN – would need to be updated. Moreover, reinforcement of instruments may be needed to 

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/hydrogen_strategy.pdf
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secure cross-border coordination and system interoperability for an unhindered flow of gases across Member States. These 
options require careful consideration in terms of their contribution to the decarbonisation of the energy system as well as 
economic and technical implications.”

It’s right to flag these issues but underscores how much additional effort is needed to get the hydrogen economy soaring.

A lot of focus in the run-up centred on how much the emphasis 
would shift from blue to green. Did this happen?
Blue hydrogen (CCS deployed with grey-SMR hydrogen) is mentioned in the strategy paper but only in passing; there are no 
specific production or deployment targets. This quote caught our eye:

“In the case of fossil-based hydrogen with carbon capture, the Commission will address upstream methane emissions occurring 
during the production and transport of natural gas and propose mitigating measures as part of the upcoming EU Strategy on 
Methane.”

This signals increased scrutiny on methane leakage and obviously that then casts doubt over the growth potential of blue 
hydrogen. The trajectory for blue hydrogen still appears somewhat murky.

How do the green hydrogen projections compare to our views?
In our accelerated energy transition scenario (AET), we see up to 75 Mtpa of global green hydrogen use by 2040. To reach 
something consistent with a 2-degree pathway (AET-2), green hydrogen demand would need to be close to 240 Mtpa by 2050. 
So, if we assume a fast move upwards beyond 2030, the numbers projected by the EU are consistent with targeting a pathway 
towards 2 degrees or below.

Global hydrogen demand by scenario, Mt

https://my.woodmac.com/document/392494
https://my.woodmac.com/document/392516
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Finally, what are the main challenges to achieving such heady 
deployment targets?
There are many, but directionally the pipeline continues to expand in number, and the project size continues to get larger and 
larger. In the strategy paper, the EC cites our analysis from March 2020 “Green Hydrogen pipeline doubles in five months”. 
Since then, the pipeline has almost doubled again, to around 13 GW of total projects. So that shows the speed of investment 
and interest flowing into the space. However, the electrolyser manufacturing capacity is still the major impediment. Total 
estimated electrolyser manufacturing capacity is near 150 MW. Although companies like Thyssenkrupp have outlined plans to 
get to gigawatt-scale fabrication facilities, there is an enormous amount of scaling in investment and automation that would need 
to start, almost immediately.

https://my.woodmac.com/document/393132
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